
AUDIO/VIDEO LICENSE AGREEMENT 
 

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into by and between David Platt, (hereinafter             
referred to as “Speaker”) and ___________________________________________ (hereinafter referred to as “the           
Organization”). 
 

1. Speaker hereby agrees that the Organization may record the spoken message of            
Speaker, which Speaker has agreed to deliver on behalf of the Organization, on _______________, 20___, at                
__________________________ (hereinafter referred to as “the Presentation”). 
 

2. Speaker hereby grants to the Organization a non-exclusive, revocable,         
non-transferable, non-assignable license to duplicate, sell, or otherwise distribute said recording of            
the Presentation provided.  
 

3. The cost of any and all recording, duplicating, promoting or distributing of            
recordings of the Presentation shall be borne solely by the Organization. 
 

4. The Organization shall not edit or otherwise make any changes to the video             
recording of the Presentation so as to alter the meaning or intent of the Presentation as the Speaker                  
originally gave it at the time the Presentation is recorded. 

 
5. Speaker retains the right to be granted knowledge as to how the Presentation will              

be used by the Organization, as well as full rights to deny any and all use of the Presentation as                    
deemed necessary.  

 
6. The Organization agrees to obtain approval from the Speaker, or his designate, for ALL               

promotional materials for the event that includes the Speaker’s name, photograph or a description of               
the Speaker’s presentation or his ministry PRIOR to the Organization releasing such promotional             
materials. This prior approval obligation applies to both the Presentation and any post-event             
distribution of the recording of the Presentation. 

 
7. The Organization agrees to provide the Speaker, or his *designate, at least one (1)               

copy of the Presentation in all recorded or written formats produced (i.e. video, audio, transcript)               
within thirty (30) days of the date above. The Organization agrees to assume all expenses for                
providing said duplicate(s). Requirements for video and audio files: 

Video: Highest resolution available; CLEAN version with no intro bumpers, graphic overlays            
or logos if at all possible. 
Audio: WAV (preferred) or MP3; without music added in post production (not including             
band underscore during closing prayer or other legitimate music). 

 
8. The only rights which the Organization shall have in and to the recording of the                

Presentation are those granted by the specific terms of this Agreement. In no way does this                
Agreement grant the Organization any right of ownership to the content, ideas, or themes contained               
in the Presentation.  
 
 
 
___________________________________________ ____________________________________ 
(Name of Organization) David Platt 
 
By:_______________________________________ Dated: ____________________________ 
 
Dated: __________________________________ 
 
 
*Radical, Inc. for Submission of Duplicates:  Mandy Hewitt, mhewitt@radical.net 

mailto:mhewitt@radical.net

